Action of heparin on mammalian nuclei. II. Cell-cycle-specific changes in chromatin organization correlate temporally with histone H1 phosphorylation.
The interaction of the polyanion heparin with the inner histones of chromatin has been used to detect changes in chromatin organization associated with cell-cycle traverse. Synchronized populations of Chinese hamster cells were obtained either in early G1 or near the G1/S boundary. The rate of interaction of heparin with chromatin-associated inner histones was measured using nuclei isolated from synchronized cell populations in different phases of the cell cycle. A G1-specific decrease in rate of interaction of heparin with inner histones was observed and found to be independent of the presence of hydroxyurea during traverse of G1. A further decrease in heparin-inner histone interaction occurred in late S and G2. These changes correlate temporally with the interphase phosphorylation(s) of histone H1. This correlation is discussed within the framework of current models of higher order chromatin structure (i.e. organization above the nucleosome level). Analysis of the cooperativity of interaction of heparin with inner histones was performed using the kinetic analog of the Hill equation. This analysis suggests that the organization of inner histones on chromatin does not undergo large variations during the cell cycle.